Since the Treaty of Maastricht, EU law has become more open to international law and has engaged with it in different forms of interactions. The influence of EU law on universal law-making has found its way through different legal channels and techniques. The article thoroughly scrutinizes the impact of EU return acquis on the development of the international law governing the 'expulsion of aliens', which can be best analysed through the work of the UN International Law Commission (ILC) on the expulsion of aliens (2004)(2005) (2006) (2007)(2008)(2009)(2010)(2011)(2012)(2013)(2014). The ILC's approach has come a long way from the mere ignorance of EU law and the EU's submissions by the special rapporteur in the early stages of the codification work until it has gradually taking into account major EU migration law concepts in ILC reports and in the draft articles. The 2014 ILC draft articles on the expulsion of aliens have finally been, in many aspects, inspired and influenced by EU law, especially the Return Directive (2008/115/EC). This short piece meticulously explores the inroads EU return law made in relation to the ILC work on the expulsion of aliens, by identifying and critically evaluating the tangible impact of EU law on the UN codification project.
The "Area of Freedom, Security and Justice" within the Union's legal architecture, where return law and policy belong to, has played the role of a " innovative ideas laboratory" and can thus be conceived as a forerunner in the further development of EU integration and the creation of new EU concepts. Along similar lines, these EU migration law concepts can be helpful and useful when codifying and progressively developing a given domain of international migration law.
The paper first examines terminological questions to construct a common vocabulary and mutual understanding of international and EU law concepts (Section 2). It then proceeds with outlining the patterns of interactions between the two legal orders in the field of migration law (Section 3).
Section 4 maps the EU law contribution to the ILC's work on the expulsion of aliens and is followed by the analysis of the actual impact of EU law on the ILC codification project called "expulsion of aliens" (Section 5). The paper ends with some concluding remarks (Section 6).
Terminologies
Under international law, notably in light of the 2014 draft articles on the expulsion of aliens (with commentaries), prepared by the ILC, 10 the term "aliens" is quite a broad and all-encompassing notion, covering all kinds of aliens, i.e. individuals not holding the nationality of the State in where they are present, who stay in a given country, irrespective of their lawful or unlawful stay.
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In the context of EU law, if one departs from the legality of stay of non-nationals (or "aliens" in the ILC vocabulary), the category of "lawfully staying aliens", on the one hand, covers a great , which stipulates that "alien" means an individual who does not have the nationality of the State in whose territory that individual is present, and the commentary to draft article 1 (para. 3), which makes explicit that " [t] he draft articles cover the expulsion of both aliens lawfully present and those unlawfully present in the territory of the expelling State…" (Expulsion of aliens -Text of the draft articles and commentaries thereto, supra note 8). 12 For an overview of these secondary EU law instruments, see Gyeney & Molnár (2016) 183-249. 13 See the Agreement creating an association between the European Economic Community and Turkey (OJ L 217, 29.12.1964 ) and the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement establishing an association between the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Tunisia, of the other part (OJ L 97, 30 .03.1998).
European Economic Area (EEA) (citizens of the EEA Member States and Switzerland and their family members, in line with Directive 2004/38/EC 14 ).
The term "illegally staying" or "unlawfully present aliens" also makes up a heterogeneous group under EU law according to the reasons behind their situation. It consists of third-country nationals i.e., foreigners who do not hold the nationality of any Member State, who entered illegally into the territory of an EU Member State, either through the border crossing points or through "green"
(land) or "blue" (sea) borders by avoiding the control; overstayers; status changers; rejected asylum seekers and, through the lenses of international law, persons having enjoyed the EU right of free movement if they become an unreasonable burden to the social assistance system of the host Member State or for any other reason they lose the right to freedom of movement. The expulsion of these illegally staying non-nationals (aliens) under EU law is regulated essentially by the Return Directive (2008/115/EC) 15 , with respect to third-country nationals without the right to stay 16 , and to a much lesser extent, concerning the last category (EU/EEA citizens and persons assimilated with them), the Free Movement Directive (Directive 2004/38/EC) 17 .
The study restricts itself to the "(illegally staying) third-country nationals" and the rules relating to their expulsion under review in light of international law and EU law -namely how the Union has tried to influence the shaping of the legal norms of universal character with regard to this group of non-nationals. The reason behind this limitation is that the concept of "third-country nationals"
(persons who do not possess the nationality of an EU Member State -EU parlance) is essentially equal, from the perspective of EU law, with the term "aliens" used in the work of the ILC. This makes the comparison between EU law and international law simpler and more accurate. This approach is explained by the fact that persons enjoying the right of free movement within the EU constitute a privileged, specific group for which the general rules of expulsion do not apply -they are subject to enhanced protection and further guarantees against expulsion as stipulated by Secondary EU legislation on migration occasionally refers to treaties and provides them priority vis-à-vis EU law, in the "without prejudice" or "non-affectation" clauses, which make the application of international law possible if they lay down more favourable provisions or conditions.
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The EU immigration and asylum law has been "communatarised" by the Treaty of EU) and general international law as "planets and the universe" 35 , an extra spin has been added by The content of the draft articles will not be analysed here as this is not the aim of this paper.
Nevertheless, it is worth giving an overview of the structure and the principal legal issues covered therein. In essence, the project endeavoured to strike the delicate balance between acknowledging the sovereign right of States to expel aliens from their territory and to identify (pure codification) protecting the human rights of the aliens. 43 The text is divided into five main parts. Part One on general provisions deals with the scope ratione materiae and personae of the codification project and the modalities in exercising the right of expulsion by States. Then come the cases of prohibited expulsion, including the particular situation of refugees and stateless persons, the prohibition to deprive someone's nationality for the sole purpose of expulsion or the prohibition of collective expulsion (Part Two). It is followed by the protection of the rights of aliens subject to expulsion, assuming that their expulsion is permitted, in Part Three. This section lays down some general provisions on respecting human dignity and human rights of aliens, comprising the principle of non-discrimination and moves on with various aspects on the protection in the expelling State e.g., prohibition of torture, conditions of detention, in the State of destination and in the transit State. Part Four sets out the specific procedural rights enjoyed by the aliens subject to expulsion addressing matters such as the right to receive notice of and challenge the expulsion decision, the right to be represented, the right to free assistance of an interpreter and the suspensive effect of the appeal against an expulsion decision. Finally, Part Five describes certain legal consequences of an unlawful expulsion, which may trigger a right of readmission for the alien, the responsibility of the expelling State and a right of the alien's State of nationality to pursue diplomatic protection.
General comments of the EU on the topic
The EU, being an UN observer with enhanced status since 2011, 44 first intervened before the Sixth (Legal) Committee of the UNGA on the subject of the ILC's work on the topic of expulsion of aliens in 2009 and then this practice became regular with written and oral submissions in the following years (2010-2012 and 2014 45 On behalf of the EU, the Legal Service of the European Commission has prepared and presented the official submissions on the topic; with one exception in 2010, when the EU Delegation to the UN intervened before the UNGA Sixth Committee (on the basis of the position paper written by the Commission). The practice shows that the EU Commission has remained in the driving set in this respect even after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, in the framework of which the Commission still ensures the Union's external representation as a matter of principle (Article 17(1) TEU).
before the Sixth Committee of the UNGA, reflects the view of almost forty UN Member Statesa fairly significant share of the UN membership.
A good preliminary question to ask is "besides the EU general external policy considerations to contribute to the "strict observance and the development of international law", why the topic of the expulsion of aliens is so important for the EU substance-wise -, what kind of tangible benefits flow from the elaboration and universal acceptance of norms reflecting its own standards? One possible answer is that the EU would expect that EU citizens and their family members (falling under the scope ratione personae of the Free Movement Directive), who would be subject to expulsion in a third country, be treated in accordance with these legal standards. In a broader context, the promotion of these standards might be in the interest of all States and in a similar manner, of the EU, bearing in mind that nationals of any country and consequently, EU citizens, may find themselves in a situation of illegal stay and/or for other reasons they may qualify as undesirable person in another country e.g., because of public security, public policy or national security considerations. 46 Tomuschat writes that "with regard to expulsion, every State can find itself on one or the other side, either as the expelling country or the country of destination". c) Another observation was formulated about the non-applicability of the specific standards governing the expulsion of EU citizens (and their family members) to general international law-making. The Special Rapporteur was supportive in this respect when he argued that despite the examples taken from EU law and the case-law of the CJEU belong to the "special legal order of the European Community", the relevant standards (notably the ones relating to expulsion on public order grounds) "could be safely applied to the expulsion of aliens within the more general framework of international law". 56 The EU cautioned that this assumption did not appear safe.
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Even an automatic transposition of legal standards developed for EU citizens to third-country nationals finds no legal basis in EU law and jurisprudence but this does not exclude that certain categories of third-country nationals have the right to be treated on a par with nationals of EU Member States on particular subjects, particularly when they enjoy equal treatment in labour market access, education and vocational training or the access to social security. If this mutatis mutandis transplantation lacks within the "special legal order" of the EU, it would be even harder to argue that the reinforced safeguards against expulsion are capable of being transposed to the level of universal international law. Such a transposition would qualify for the extremely progressive development of international law but by no means would constitute the codification of existing customary international norms on the matter. The EU's opposition to elevate the higher standards elaborated for the expulsion of EU citizens (and their family members) onto the scale of general international law can be explained by the Union's disinterest in reducing the added value of the freedom of movement within the EU borders and consequently, in losing a slice of the privileged status attached to EU citizenship. Horribile dictu -it could be argued that this position reflects a sort of an unspoken attitude of European superiority.
d) The EU observed that treating third-country nationals differently on the basis of their nationality, in matters of expulsion, may be allowed under international law if it is based on well-founded reasons of public policy. This differentiation is reflected in the international treaty-making practice of the Union. 58 The EU and its Member States have concluded a series of association, partnership and stabilization agreements with third States that grant persons benefiting from these agreements reinforced protection against expulsion, which is often an indirect result of treaty clauses granting economically active persons reciprocal equal treatment with nationals of EU Member States, typically in relation to access to labour market and working conditions. 59 A result of this includes the case-law of the CJEU on the EEC-Turkey Association Agreement which has emphasized the length of residence of Turkish migrant workers in the host Member State as a decisive element to be taken into consideration in expulsion cases. 60 These agreements give the nationals of the third States concerned an elevated legal status that falls "somewhere in between" the legal status enjoyed by EU citizens (and their family members) and that of other legally staying third-country nationals in general, subject to the EU immigration acquis. In contrast with the preferential treatment under these agreements, nationals of other third-countries who have not concluded similar agreements with the EU are not able to rely on such extra safeguards against expulsion.
Against this background, the European Commission flagged in its statement before the UNGA Sixth Committee that some of the CJEU case law on the expulsion of third-country nationals, which has been discussed by the Special Rapporteur, fall under the lex specialis regime of an international agreement concluded between the EU and the third country concerned e.g., cases
regarding Turkish nationals under the EEC-Turkey Association Agreement. 61 Therefore this specific case case-law is quite misleading, since it does not reflect the main patterns and principles of general EU law on the expulsion of third-country nationals.
e) Finally, the form of the final outcome of the codification work was of utmost importance to the European Union. The EU, agreeing with those members of the ILC and some UN Member States who have repeatedly expressed doubts as to whether this topic should lead into the elaboration of a convention, 62 has not supported the adoption of draft articles that might serve the basis of a future international convention on the expulsion of aliens but was continually favourable of elaborating guidelines or "framework principles". 63 The EU has reiterated that progressive development in this area of international law would not be beneficial 64 and confirmed its views in October 2014 that the incorporation of the draft articles into a convention on expulsion of aliens "is not appropriate at this stage". 
The EU detailed comments on the reports of the Special Rapporteur and the ILC draft articles: criticism and suggestions
The EU has made detailed remarks on areas where it felt that the Special Rapporteur had insufficiently addressed or partly misunderstood EU law on the topic of expulsion of aliens before UN organs,. The detailed comments start with a seemingly technical problem with the understanding of EU law's specificity and regulatory logic made difficult by the Special Rapporteur. Mr Kamto had "a tendency to focus at times excessively on fairly dated EU documents, including on legislation that has been repealed and/or replaced" 66 e.g., the predecessor legal acts of the Free Movement Directive or only the proposal leading to the adoption of the Return Directive were mentioned. 67 References in the works of the ILC to EU law and policy documents that are no longer current obviously go against the authenticity and accuracy of this international codification project.
A related problem was that the significance of the EU Return Directive, the only legally binding and enforceable regional instrument in this field, was not reflected in the reports of the Special duties of national authorities competent for carrying out return related tasks, including police, border guards, migration authorities, staff of detention facilities and monitoring bodies".
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Before the adoption of the first version of the draft articles by the ILC in 2012, the EU welcomed these draft articles that were referred to the ILC drafting committee and found that they expressed general principles correspond to the general principles set out in the Return Directive.
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Nevertheless, according to the Union's legal assessment, some of the referred draft articles included detailed provisions that went too far and did not reflect general customary international law. For instance, in view of the Union, detention of children in the same conditions as an adult cannot be considered as necessarily constituting cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment under international law. The EU alleged that in certain cases it may be beneficial for children in detention to be accommodated together with their parents. Likewise, the then proposed list of detailed procedural rights 72 set the bar too high, therefore some of these procedural guarantees do not reflect universal State practice and/or opinio juris on the subject, 73 as a result of which they can hardly find support in the large majority of the States.
In 2012, the EU prepared the bulk of its detailed comments and suggestions concentrating essentially on the draft articles that were adopted at first reading in the same year. 74 In the following, those comments are reviewed article by article which tried to influence the final outcome of the ILC's work.
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a) The EU suggested to make the specific rules pertaining to the expulsion of refugees and stateless persons more precise, notably that the rules to which reference was made should be those which are more favourable to the person subject to expulsion.
b) The EU recalled the need to insert the prohibition of discrimination on the grounds of sexual detention and its legality from those of the detention conditions (as in the Return Directive).
Detention conditions constitute a separate issue, not to be mixed up with the legal basis and permissible grounds for ordering it, which separate treatment was followed by e) The EU proposed modifications to the implementation of the expulsion order to promote more clearly voluntary departure of the returnee, considering it a humane and dignified means to carry out an expulsion decision, in line with the overall logic of the Return Directive. It brings mutual advantages both for the returnee and the expelling State and implies fewer risks with regard to respect for human rights. 78 The EU came forward with a modified draft article, inspired by Guideline no 1 of the CoE Twenty Guidelines on Forced Return, about the recognize voluntary departure as preferred over forced return and set forth specific circumstances on the basis of which a reasonable period for voluntary return should be calculated including the length of stay, children attending school, other family and social ties. f) Stronger emphasis was proposed by the EU to be made on the obligations of the receiving State, namely that the duty of the State of destination to readmit its own nationals or aliens (thirdcountry nationals) whom it has such an international obligation e.g., based on a bilateral readmission agreement, should be explicitly set out in the draft articles.
g) The EU suggested a more precise drafting concerning the obligation not to expel an alien to a State where their life or freedom would be threatened. This was done in order to avoid the impression that expulsions to countries exercising the death penalty are generally banned. The 77 Guidelines no 10-11. 78 2012 EU Statement, para. 20.
Union invoked that the constant jurisprudence of the ECtHR on Article 3 of the Convention requires an individualised assessment of the risk of death penalty in each case. Therefore, the EU prepared a rearranged draft article making reference to this further precondition, i.e. no return is possible to such a State unless an assurance was previously given that death penalty will not be imposed or if imposed, will not be carried out.
h) The EU articulated several comments regarding the procedural rights of aliens subject to expulsion since the issue of procedural safeguards was considered as having outmost importance and is already fairly developed under EU return law. It was suggested that the ILC should elaborate more on the "right to receive a legal notice" on expulsion and thus to explicitly refer to the right to receive written notice of the expulsion decision and information about the available legal remedies, standards clearly recognised by the CoE Twenty Guidelines on Forced Return and the Return Directive. 79 Secondly, the Union underlined that the right to be heard by a competent authority does not necessarily imply the right to be heard in person. The alien should be provided with an opportunity to explain their situation and submit their own reasons before the competent authority. In some circumstances, this means that written proceedings may satisfy the requirements of international law. Thirdly, the EU did not agree with those limitations of the procedural safeguards that would allow States to exclude from the scope of procedural rights aliens who have been unlawfully present on their territory for less than six months. 80 This is capable of undermining in practice the minimum standards offered by the draft article concerned.
Instead, the EU suggested to limit the possible derogation to "border cases", where aliens are apprehended or intercepted by the competent authorities in connection with the illegal border crossing, as applied in the Return Directive. remedy eo ipso should not necessarily have suspensive effect. 82 There are exceptions to the suspensive effect of an appeal against expulsion decisions even for EU citizens and their family members. 83 Standards of EU law applicable to aliens in this regard follow Guideline no 5 of the CoE Twenty Guidelines on Forced Return. This does not include a mandatory suspension but simply refers to the need for an effective remedy before a competent impartial and independent authority or body, which has the power to review the removal order, including the possibility of temporarily suspending its execution. Put it differently, it is not automatic but falls within the reviewing authorities' margin of discretion. Further to that, the EU argued such a generous approach to compulsory suspensive effect of return related appeals, which would clearly constitute the progressive development of international law, could also be seen as an incitement to abusing expulsion and appeal procedures to the detriment of their genuine purpose.
j) The last detailed, rather minor remark concerned the readmission to the expelling State if expulsion was unlawful. Here the EU suggested a technical/linguistic clarification in the draft article concerned to avoid misunderstandings about which competent authorities are entitled to establish whether an unlawful expulsion has occurred (those of the expelling State).
The actual impact of EU law on the ILC draft articles on the expulsion of aliens
This section, following the detailed comments, remarks and concrete drafting suggestions of the EU, is devoted to examining the actual impact of EU law on the final draft articles, ultimately adopted by the ILC in 2014 on second reading.
Formally speaking, the impact of EU law first became visible in a structured manner in the eighth report of the Special Rapporteur and then a separate section similarly dealt with EU law in his ninth report. Besides these, ILC annual reports occasionally discussed the role EU law could play in this codification project. 84 The ILC's approach has come a long way from the mere ignorance of EU law and the EU Commission's submissions by the special rapporteur in the early stages of the codification work until gradually taking into account major EU return legal concepts in ILC reports and in the draft articles. European Commission sent a detailed letter with explanations on EU law and jurisprudence.
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This was neither distributed to the ILC members nor considered by the special rapporteur until 2012, before the eighth report. 86 Finally, the commentaries attached to the 2014 draft articles show also direct or indirect signs of influence of EU law.
Substance-wise, the EU has always recommended the ILC to take EU return law and jurisprudence into consideration, as much as possible. The Union was aware of views expressed within the ILC that "the practices and precedents derived from special regimes, such as European Union law should be treated with caution" 87 but it consistently argued that EU return law "represents a significant regional practice that should be taken into account by the International Law Commission in its consideration of the topic of Expulsion of Aliens". 88 Furthermore, the EU, while sharing the view on the special character of EU law, believed that certain guarantees applicable to the expulsion of EU citizens and their family members may also be relevant for the formation of international law.
89 Table 1 , while not exhaustive, showcases the impact of individual EU comments or suggestions in the ILC draft and also where reference was made to these ideas in the commentaries. law document while it has continuously insisted on having its own norms be adopted (as a norm-entrepreneur)? Has the "soft law" ambition been the consequence of its partial success? Or does the EU really wish to maintain a double standard with high protection from expulsion for the privileged EU citizens and their third-country national family members enjoying the EU right of free movement but smooth removal of all non-EU citizens (third-country nationals)?
Evaluating the EU's actual impact and influence on the ILC's codification work is a "the glass is half full or half empty" dilemma as much depends on the perspective or the position of the assessor. The European Union obviously regretted that the final outcome on the topic did not reflect some of its concrete suggestions and that the normative value of the codification instrument is able to go beyond pure guidelines. It voiced its disappointment through the lenses of human rights protection when it underscored that a number of the unsuccessful suggestions have strong human rights character e.g., the inclusion of sexual orientation as ground for non-discrimination, the right to speedy judicial review of the lawfulness of detention, the right to receive a written decision, the right to information about available legal remedies or recognizing voluntary departure as the preferred option over forced return. 103 . These constitute essentially an area of bilateral cooperation, where the EU and third States are free to agree on rules that they wish to apply in their bilateral relations, provided that these norms of jus dispositivum do not violate the peremptory norms of international law (jus cogens). 104 The treaty practice reflected in the readmission agreements concluded by the EU was not thus suitable for universal codification and no other general rules can be deduced or no uniform practice can be determined either from the ever-growing web of readmission agreements.
Conclusions
Co-shaping international law has been essential for the EU from the very beginning of the integration process. This tenet holds particularly true through the lenses of the EU's strategically exercised normative influence on international migration law in the field of expulsion of aliens.
Remarkably, the analysis of the EU's contribution to the conceptualization and development of this specific branch of international migration law, either on the universal or the regional level,
has not yet received much academic attention.
Assessing the inroads that EU return law made in the universal law-making, notably with regard to the 2014 ILC draft articles on the expulsion of aliens, the effectiveness of this normative influence might be debated but some tangible results as depicted above cannot be denied. It is beyond doubt that the European Union has placed itself in the UN context as a serious global player and norm-creator in the subject matter of expulsion of aliens. Likewise, the whole exercise, coupled with other EU interventions on topics discussed by the ILC c.f., the responsibility of international organizations, the protection of persons in the event of disasters or the identification of customary international law, filled Articles 3(5) and 21(1) TEU with content and contributed to improving the Union's image as a respected and committed partner for a more coherent multi-layered migration governance with the view to projecting converging legal standards. Both
Union law and the ILC draft articles serve to pursue the same goals and defend the same values -"any person who is subject to expulsion measures should be treated with respect for that person's human dignity and in accordance with agreed minimum standards, based on the rule of law."
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The UNGA discusses the topic again in autumn 2017 with a view to deciding whether to endorse the draft articles in form of an UNGA resolution, hence officially concluding the codification process (as was the case with a number of ILC projects before) or to convene a diplomatic conference to elaborate a legally binding convention on the basis of the draft articles. This latter would definitely offer a renewed occasion for the EU to leave a considerable mark on the outcome of such intergovernmental negotiations.
Looking at the future, the EU will likely to continue to regionally exporting its norms within the 
